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mm CATEGORIZIN G REGIONAL OR CULTURA L ZONES 

1.. Cultura l Groups 

Theoriess that routinely proceed from regional (nativist) group classifications and create 

culturall  zones contrast with theories based on the construction of natural groupings. Theories 

basedd on cultural and regional groupings tie people together into a collective identity 

primarilyy on the basis of spiritual and cognitive factors. Groups are assigned traits on the 

basiss of cultural markers, such as shared history, customs, language, cultural knowledge, 

group-psyche,, particular forms of family organization and traditions of work division. These 

featuresfeatures are usually believed to originate in an ancient cultural source or to have emerged a 

veryy long time ago and have grown into stable structures, often also regarded as embodied in 

thee national language. Some cultural zones exclude people on the basis of "natural criteria," 

suchh as possessing a particular kind of brain or instinct, when they are thought to be a result 

off  the long-term development of the traits of the cultural group they belong to. Thus some 

academicss use the "cultural gene" argument, and claim the brain has been altered and shaped 

byy certain linguistic habits, or, attribute certain kinds of behaviour to language acquisition, 

creatingg differences between social groups that are hard to overcome. The following two 

exampless make elaborate use of natural markers, such as the quality of the brain and genes, in 

orderr to support the link between group and culture, thus adding force to the academic 

nationalismm of the theory, mainly carried by cultural or ethical argument 

2.. The Intertwinement of Religious and Biological Determinants: Survival of the 

Primitiv ee and It s Scientific Value 

Whenn religious morality, the environment, and scientific proof are all mobilized to make the 

pointt of national moral superiority, its long-standing history and its scientific value, in all 

probabilityy many disciplines are consulted in an attempt at creating an interdisciplinary form 

off  academic nationalism. The interplay of religion, biology, archaeology, anthropology, 

sociology,, psychology and ethics is exploited in the colourful oeuvre of Umehara Takeshi, the 

foundingg director of Nichibunken. 

Umeharaa Takeshi is not just a believer in the ancient Joomon culture of the forest, he 

alsoo believes in a brand of Japanese Buddhism which, he argues, has been influenced by the 
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Joomon.11 The Japanese, Umehara maintains, have an "intuitive ethical sensibility" so that 

theyy possess certain feelings of doubt about issues such as homosexuality and brain death: 

"Noo doubt the great majority of Japanese feel that homosexuality goes against the natural 

orderr of things in the same sense that castration and foot binding do. Apparently they view 

organn transplants with a similar suspicion."2 Umehara believes that brain death regarded as 

thee medical and legal definition of death is the ultimate vindication of the Cartesian human-

machinee dichotomy: "Attempting to legitimize murder with the expedient concept of brain 

deathh is the worst sort of self-deception. This is the kind of fraudulent logic one must use to 

justifyy transplants if one interprets the procedure within the framework of Cartesian 

thinking."33 Instead, Umehara urges employing the idea of reincarnation. The spirit travels to 

thee Other world, abides there for a while, and then returns to This World as one of the 

descendantss of the deceased: "This concept, primitive though it may sound to us now, 

containss an important scientific truth: the idea that genes do not die. If we interpret the 

11 Allegedly, the persistence of the Joomon view in Japanese culture is indicated by the survival of the 
conceptt  of the mirror-image. According to Umehara, the Ainu were thought to believe that the Nether  World is the 
mirror-imag ee of this world, and even now the Japanese dress the dead with the right  side of the kimono over  the left, 
andd break rice-bowls at funerals (what is imperfect here, is perfect over  there). The belief that everyone after  death 
survivess and becomes a karra also survived. Everyone becomes a hotoke, hotoke, a spirit dwelling in a realm much like ours. At 
thee New Year's and Bon festivals, the soul returns too visit and joins the festivities [note: Taoism has similar  practice] 
Thee custom of sending off the souls of living creatures human beings are obliged to kil l at funerals survives today in 
speciall  "memorial rites"  for, for  example, the unagi kuyoo (service for  eels) and the fitgu kuyoo (service for  Mowfish). 
Evenn sewing needles and worn-out dolls are sent off. The principl e of rebirth is essential to the creation myths in the 
Kojik ii  [712 A.O.] and Nihonshoki [720 A.D.] (Japan's first books, containing mythological texts and records of 
imperiall  reigns used as a historical legitimation of the imperial regime. [Cf Brownlee 1991D The heart of these myths 
iss the retreat of the sun goddess Amaterasu Omikami, the imperial progenetrix, into the celestial rock cave and her 
subsequentt  re-emergence. This episode relates to the ceremony known as the Daijoosai, in which the spirit of 
Amaterasu,, fonnely residing in the deceased emperor  is "reborn "  in the person of the new monarch. The idea of rebirth 
iss also manifest in the ritual  rebuilding of Ise Shrine, which is dedicated to Amaterasu, once every 20 years. 

Accordingg to Umehara, much of Shinto can be found back in the Joodo Sbinshuu [Pure Land sect) as the 
typicall  Japanese religion. The Joodo Shinsu in Japan has the most temples and followers, and Shinran remains the 
mostt  popular  religious leader. Umehara insists that it is not just a Chinese import like early Joodo, but an original 
Japanesee creation. The Puns Land came increasingly to resemble the prototypical indigenous view of the Nether  World 
Thee Japanese embraced those aspects that they found congenial, rejected the rest, and ultimately fashioned the import 
intoo something very much their  own. Thus. Umehara argues, Shinran founded a unique form of Joodo in which the soul 
circulatess forever  between this world and the other, and it was probably Pure Land priests who initiall y incorporated 
intoo Buddhism the funeral ceremonies that originally belonged to the indigenous religion. And as Joodo became the 
dominantt  current in Japanese Buddhism, rites for  sending off souls to the other  world, as well as funeral and memorial 
rites,, came under  Buddhist dominion. While Buddhism took over  the rites of death, the native religion, which survived 
inn the form of Shintoo, kept as its own preserve the rites of rebirth . Umehara Takeshi (Et989b) A Buddhist Approach 
too Organ Transplants, In Japan Echo, Vol XVI , No.4:79-82. 

22 Umehara 1989: 79-80. 
Notee that, diverting from the usual "W e Japanese,"  Umehara here adopts a quasi-scientific mode using "they" 

whenn referring to the Japanese. 

33 Umehara 1989: 80. 
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'spirit ''  as genetic information, the ancient Japanese belief accords with the findings of modem 

science."44 Using the idea of reincarnation facilitates the realization of self-sacrifice, according 

too Umehara, for  in nature self-sacrifice for  the survival of the species is common. Mahayana 

Buddhism,, in particular , stresses such behaviour  because, explains Umehara, the bodhisattva 

iss a being of infinit e mercy who sacrifices everything for  the benefit of others. In a famous 

ancientt  story, a young prince - Gautama Buddha in an earlier  incarnation - throws himself 

downn from a clif f to allow a starving mother  tiger  to feed on his body.5 The donation of 

organss should be undertaken in this spirit , Umehara believes. A part of oneself will live on in 

anotherr  human being, sustaining the cycle of death and rebirth . The recipient must accept this 

giftt  with boundless gratitude as organ exchange should not be done in an impersonal way. 

Umeharaa argues for  establishing a Society of Bodhisattvas, which should be joined by 

Doctorss who could follow the selfless examples set by people like the Japanese surgical 

pioneerr  Hanaoka Seishuu.6 

Inn mis example, religion (Mahayana Buddhism) and biology (Joomon intuition , 

survivall  of the species) have become intertwined in an explanation for  the Japanese ethical 

view.. This bio-religious determinism makes it particularl y difficul t to form an academic 

counter-argument,, as interhuman communication is blocked off. Arguing against the 

inheritabilit yy of group-intuitio n in biological terms can always be met by an argument 

couchedd in emical terms. Such intertwinement of religious and biological factors is not 

particularr  to Umehara's work, but is common in academic-nationalist works that do not 

subscribee to an impartial principl e of evolution or  aim to create theories of national 

uniqueness.. In many cases, the biological element is replaced by environmental detenninism. 

Umehara'ss case is ambivalent He does not even have an extreme dislike for  foreigners. He 

justt  prefers Japanese simplicity. At once, he argues for  both the universal nature of (what he 

calls)) the Japanese view, and its uniqueness. The Japanese view of the other  world, Umehara 

says,, is an extremely primitiv e one, probably palaeolithic in origin. The Japanese view 

**  Umehara 1989: 81. 

33 Umehara here explains the meaning of one of the panels of the seventh century Tamamushi Shrine in 
Hooryuuj ii  temple. 

66 Hanaoka Seishnu[ 1760-1835] experimented with narcotics on himself, his wife who became blind as a 
result,, and on his mothert [Ariyoshi Sawako E1994] 

Umeharaa 1989: 81. 
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representss the primordial concept of the afterlife. It admits no distinction between heaven and 

helll  and thus lacks such concepts as final judgment, karma, and retribution Umehara is quite 

proudd of the primitivity of the Japanese view. The differentiation of Japanese concepts into 

realmss of light and dark and the notion of a moral reckoning were superimposed later, when 

thee Japanese started to move away from the forests. As urban civilization developed, the 

ancientt values of the Joomon were projected onto the afterworld, just as were the values of 

otherr primitive peoples. This would suggest, Umehara deduces, that the prototypical 

Japanesee view of the Other World was at one time a universal concept, shared by many 

primitivee peoples. In most parts of the world, however, it was unable to survive the shift to 

agriculturall  and urban civilization But, claims Umehara, it persisted in Japan because hunting 

andd gathering were superseded by wet-rice cultivation at a relatively late date and, even then, 

manyy elements of the earlier palaeolithic culture kept preserved. 

Finallyy Umehara reaches the climax of scientific proof. To the world's great religions 

withh their anthropocentric orientation, Umehara argues, the notion that humankind is one 

withh the rest of nature may seem backward and childish. Yet, he asks rhetorically, does not 

thiss view prefigure the scientific principles revealed by modern biologists since Darwin? Over 

thee past century or so it has become clear that living creatures were not created one after 

anotherr by an anthropomorphic god, as the Old Testament claims, but emerged from one vast 

evolutionaryy flow. It also showed that life is inextricably bound up with the movement of the 

universee as a whole. Thus, Umehara concludes, the view inherent in animism - the idea that 

mountains,, rivers, plants, and trees all achieve buddhahood - agrees in essence with the 

understandingg of life arrived at by modern science. 

Umehara'ss view of Japanese culture generalizes the Joomon instinct to a universal 

level.. Though he makes a point of being a philosopher, not a scientist, Umehara likes to see 

hiss view being corroborated by scientific means in print To Umehara, the pure innocence of 

thee Japanese has been preserved But as even in Kyoto, home to Umehara, it is hard to argue 

thatt the city has preserved the forest spirit apart from in its temples, Umehara reverts to 

humann intuition and instinct to which the Japanese mind is still intrinsically linked 

Umehara'ss main message, however, is cultural and ethical. The racial and physical criteria here 

havee become subordinated to spirituality and moral argument, which he delivers so 
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3.. Subtle Yin-Yang Regulation of the Two Global/Cerebral Hemispheres 

Inn the following example, which serves to illustrat e a mode of categorization in between 

naturall  and cultural classifications of the nation, again, the brain takes a central place. 

Comparedd to Tsunoda, Ye Qiaojian is a more versatile thinker, criticizin g the simplistic usage 

off  opposites between East and West in academic research. His views are worth looking into 

becausee he touches upon important debates of interhuman difference. He is a subtle thinker, 

unlikee Umehara, and the way he nuances his arguments shows that he tries to avoid 

prejudicedd explanations based on forms of simplistic linguistic, cultural , or  biological 

determinism.. What is interesting, however, is that despite his efforts to be reasonable, the 

wayy in which he deploys the units of the nation, and East and West as his comparative 

frameworkk leads him to gross generalizations and an indirect cerebral determinism of the two 

worldd halves. 

Ye,, in his "Th e Division of Labour  between Left and Right Brains and Some 

Misunderstandingss About Its Inferences,"7 criticizes the simplistic association of functions 

attributedd to the left cerebral hemisphere with analytical, abstract, and cognitive drinkin g and 

functionss attributed to the right  with synthetic, symbolic, and visual thinking. An extremely 

simplisticc association is that between the right hemisphere with female attributes and the left 

withh male ones. More relevant to the present discussion, Ye stresses the incorrectness of the 

equationn of the right  hemisphere with the East For  instance, he disagrees with Jiang Qian, 

whoo wrote that "i f we enlarge the asymmetrical functions of the two cerebral hemispheres to 

coverr  the world, then it would overlap with the difference in the national/racial modes of 

thoughtt  between East and West."8 Comparing the cultures of East and West in terms of Yin 

andd Yang is very marketable in both East and West In the West, for  example, Fritsjo f Capra 

linkedd Yin and Yang through culture, science and religion with East and West respectively.9 In 

China,, Liu Changlin summarized the Chinese mode of traditional thought as the ten aspects of 

77 Ye Qiaojian 1995. 
88 Jiang Qian 1993. 

99 a. Capra 1983. 
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thee "cultural gene:"10 feelings; inteipersonal relations; function; the whole; cyclicality; 

symbols;; synthesis; equality; time; and intuition. According to Liu, Chinese traditional 

culturee forms a holistic unity and clearly is characterized by a tendency towards Yin (the 

feminine).. The ten features correspond roughly to the psychological features of female 

thought.11 1 

Byy contrast, Ye has no difficulty in finding examples in Chinese tradition that are 

attributablee to the left hemisphere, such as dissection in Chinese medicine and mechanical 

physicss in Chinese agricultural studies. Conversely, creativity in Western art can be 

attributedd to the right cerebral hemisphere. Ye finds it more plausible that the Chinese-

characterr region (including that of Japan, Korea and Vietnam) may have an effect on the brain. 

Thee processing of characters is associated with concrete, spatial and holistic forms and that of 

thee alphabet with abstract, temporal and analytical forms. However, Ye argues, Chinese 

psychologistss in the 1980s have conducted experiments that show Chinese people do not 

havee a superior left or right hemisphere. A great amount of evidence indicates hemispherical 

parity.. The reason is, Ye argues, mat the idiographic and phonetic aspects in the information 

processingg of characters requires activity from both hemispheres of the brain.12 Therefore, Ye 

concludes,, the difference between Eastern and Western people is that the brains of the former 

aree characterized by equal parity between the right and left hemispheres, while the latter are 

nott The mode of Chinese traditional thought therefore is a littl e more feminine than that of 

Westernn thought13 According to Ye, Western people strictly separate abstract, and 

imaginaryy and symbolic thinking, while the Chinese regard them as mutually penetrating: 

"Westernerss can make a sharp contrast between rational and irrational thinking while to the 

Chinesee they are mixed like milk and water."14 Furthermore, Ye argues that the Chinese make 

usee of analogies and intuition in communication, and widely use this form of "concrete 

100 Cultural gene: wenhuajiyin jt{f&B < 

111 LiuChanglin 1990: 578-81. 

!2YeQiaqjianl995:75. . 
133 Ye points out that Needham expressed the different modes of thought in East and West as "Chin a 

harmonizess the two aspects of rational cognition and romantic spirit "  and "th e European spirit is schizophrenic." 
[Needhamm quoted in Ye Qiaojian 1995: 75) 

"YeQiao.jianl995:75. . 
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rationality* **  in traditional philosophy, art and science.15 While in 4e Western mind the links 

betweenn whole and part are severed, in the mind of the Chinese they form a holographic 

whole.166 Ye illustrates this by providing the examples of the "correspondence between 

heavenn and man,"17 the similar  structure of the family and the Nation, and the metaphoric 

projectionn of the large in the small universe.18 Therefore, Ye observes, one cannot blame 

formerr  philosophers for  saying that "th e wise examine the identical, the stupid the 

different." 199 In summary, Ye concludes that the difference between the modes of thinkin g in 

Eastt  and West is not one of bipolar  difference, not a simple difference between Yin and Yang, 

butt  a relative difference on a continuum, or  a difference of Yin and Yang blending.20 

''  * Concrete rationality : jutt lixtng JtWH£ . 

»«« Holography [quanxilun £&&}  spread in China first in the field of biology. In 1973, Zhang Yiqing 
presentedd the holographic theory of the distributio n of acupuncture points over  the human body. In 1981, another 
theoryy on the holographic structure of plants and animals was developed. In 1984, Wang Cunzben and Yan Chunyou 
createdd their  famous theory of universal holography [see below], and in 1991, the "cultura l holographic theory"  by Yan 
Chunyouu and Yan Chunbao was published. In 1989, Chen Zhuankang published bis "Holography and Holographic 
Thought,""  in which he theorized that the world includes a natural world with human artifacts, and a social/spiritual 
worldd The subject-object world constitutes a system of a series of mutually transforming layers. In every structure there 
iss an external and internal network between which internal and external feedback occurs. The evolving relations are 
structuress that are shaped on the same level. This is why a part can reflect the whole and why a period can reflect a 
developmentall  stage. fYu Weizhao &  Zhang Aibing 1992: 160-2] 

Wangg Cunzben and Yan Chunyou's "Th e Holographic Unity of the Universe"  [1988] engendered a heated 
discussionn on whether  the universe really equals all information or  not Wang and Yan believe it does. Yan, a graduate 
fromm the Department of Philosophy of Beijing Shifan University asks why one scientific principl e can be transplanted 
too an other  scientific discipline? The explanation, according to Yan, lies in the holographic nature of the object of 
science,, the holographic nature of science itself and the holographic nature of the brain or  thought that constructs 
science.. Shi QUiang from CAS, in his "Does the Universe Unify Information* ' [1991] disputed the thesis that the 
universee equals all information, and therefore forms one whole. The thesis rests on two conditions: first , information 
iss the ultimate source of the universe and all matter  originates and is generated by information; second, all things in toe 
universee contain entirely similar  and absolutely identical information. Shi maintains that the authors claim the 
primacyy of information, which does not even need a material carrier  for  dissemination. It is very flexible and reaches 
everywhere.. The authors claim that the parts of the universe all contain exact identical information. The same is true for 
everyy physical field, particle and thing. And all the layers of each system include one another. However, Shi argues, 
accordingg to dialectical materialism the universe is infinit e and every concrete space and thing is limited in time and 
space. . 

Theoriess of holography often refer  to the Zhou Yi, and emphasize that the logic of thought in the Zhou Yi is 
veryy different from Western thought it is ambiguous, dynamic, and synthetic. Zhang Qicheng, for  example, argues that 
Zhouu Yi numerology constitutes the origin and is representative of the Zhonghua mode of thought, and it determines 
thee behaviour  forms particular  to Zhonghua Minzu. The two characters "zhou"  and "yi "  can be interpreted as "cycle" 
[zhouhuann ffllft  and "change"  [bianhua $ fc ]. Thus it can be regarded as a treatise on the laws of cyclical change of all 
thingss in the universe. The Zhou Yi is also a whole and its 64 hectograms form the layers of a holographic system. Yin 
andd yang show that man and nature are harmonious opposites. [Zhang Qicheng 1996] 

177 The correspondence between heaven and man: tianren-xiangying ̂ A t t f i . 
188 The large and small universe: daxiao yuzhou ^^H^nt . 
199 The wise examine the identical, the stupid the different zhizhe cha tong, yuzhe cha yi flféMfcPJ. A # $ # 

(Huangdii  Neijing)t)t*rtfi) . 
"YeQiaojia nn 1995: 76, 12. 
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Below,, I argue more elaborately that Yin and Yang are confusing concepts as they 

sometimess function as analytical tools, and at other times as attributes of research objects 

(suchh as East and West). Saying that Yin and Yang features must not be viewed as 

diametricallyy opposed to one another is not the same as saying that the methodological tools 

off  Yin and Yang are not diametrically opposed By confusing the two, we end up measuring 

Yinn and Yang by means of Yin and Yang. Ye complicates matters even further. After having 

arguedd that East and West do not represent Yin and Yang, but only possess Yin and Yang 

features,, and after having measured them by means of Yin and Yang tools, he concludes that 

thee difference between East and West is a matter of Yin-Yang blending, in which East is 

nicelyy balanced and West has too much Yang. In my view we are back at the beginning: Ye 

drawss an analogy between Yin and Yang and East and West For example, Ye claims that with 

respectt to pragmatic and technical invention on a low level, China and Japan, and other 

Easternn peoples have a superior tradition. On a higher level of abstract scientific invention, 

however,, Europe and America and other Western peoples perform better. Of course, Ye 

warns,, this difference cannot be deduced directly from the two hemispheres of the brain, 

becausee various cultural factors are involved. However, he argues, the two polar tendencies of 

"interfloww and mutual blending" [hutong hurong SUSHI] and "mutual exclusion and 

complementing""  [huzhi-hubu ILJT1L#] express the immense difference between the Eastern 

andd Western modes of thought. 

4.. Religio-Linguistic Determinism of the Philosophical Perception of East and West 

AA common form of cultural categorization is one that takes religion as its point of departure, 

andd projects Western and Eastern religion onto the history of thought. Different authors fil l in 

differentt religions for the East, depending on their view point, but invariably select 

Christianityy as representing the West A chain between Plato, transcendental thought, 

Christianity,, and Cartesian thought is often taken for granted, and used as a foil against a 

modee of thought selected from "the East" 

Yee Shuxian's philosophical approach focuses on the different views of language in 

Eastt and West which, according to Ye, have had a tremendously deep influence on the 
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structurall  formation of their cultures.21 Ye understands that the West regards man as an 

animall  that uses language and symbols as instruments for communicating messages. The 

importancee attached to language in the West, according to Ye, is illustrated by the message of 

thee Bible in which the story of creation is embodied in langauge. In Chinese tradition, on the 

otherr hand, Taoists are sceptical about the use of language. Thus, in the New Testament 

(Johnn 1.1) the Western attitude toward language is summarized by the words "In the 

Beginningg there was His Word" In Greek "word" means "logos," which Ye translates as 

"dao.""  [Tao] It means that before creation, there was only God's Word, forms the original 

dynamicc force of creation. In Ancient Greece, Ye argues, the worship of language tended 

towardss the worship of logos, which originally meant language. Heraclites, for example, 

believedd that logos was the supreme ruling category of language.22 In the 20th century, Ye 

concludes,, this worship of language can still be found in modem linguistics, which combines 

languagess with computer analysis, ultimately shaped by the philosophical tradition from 

Platoo to Hegel, and prevalent in the writings of the post-structuralist school with its "logos-

centrism."23 3 

Thee most representative Chinese attitude towards language, Ye believes, is a saying 

fromfrom Zhuang Zi: "When the fish is caught then the trap may be ignored, when the meaning is 

takenn then the words may be forgot"24 The negligence of language and the attitude of loathing 

towardss language in the work of Taoists, such as Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi, Ye finds shocking. 

Linguisticc theory, says Ye, only came about through contact with the West. Though 

Confuciuss regarded language as highly important in his teachings, the function of the language 

wass sophistry. For example, his use of the concept of "correct names" [zhengming IE£] 

indicatedd that the names of things were to correspond politically to what they were supposed 

too represent That is, the correct titles and rites should be applied.25 

211 Ye is from Sha'anxi Shifan University, literatur e Department. 
Yee Shuxian 1992:33. 

222 Ye Shuxian 1992:34-5. 

233 Ye Shuxian 1992: 34. 

2**  When the fish is caught then the trap may be ignored, when the meaning is taken then the words may be 
forgotten::  deyu wangquan, deyi wangyan & & & $ . &ft&W -

233 Ye Shuxian 1992: 35. 
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3.3. Ye Shuxian' 

HEL D D 

Philosophy y 

Ethics s 

Science e 

Art t 

ss view on the different attitudes toward langua. 

WEST T 

Unityy of ontology and epistemology; unity 
off  pure and practical reason; logic and 
abstractt  thought stimulated 

Moralit yy expressed in the Holy Word 

Atomism,, mechanician. Analytical logic; 
extremee specialization and categorization of 
thee entire universe; since the death of God, 
languagee crisis (and identity crisis) 

Strongg linguistic values and codes; 
objecbTication n 

eeee by East and WestW 

EAST T 

Separationn of the Tao and language: 
philosophyy tends toward ontology and 
transcendence;;  logic and abstract thought 
hampered d 

Wisdomm needs no words; idle words are 
shameful;;  apply the correct "names" 

Extremee empiricism; unity of practical 
reasonn and visual (sensual) reason; body 
learningg [shenjiao] 

Strongg visual symbolism; emphasis on 
imageryy thought; subjective feeling 

Beingg opposite poles, Ye concludes, Chinese and Western culture could complement one 

anotherr western abstract logic and Eastern visionary logic; a Western culture of language and 

ann Eastern culture of silence (except for sophistry). As it is based on "meaning," Chinese 

culturee could take the West out of its "linguistic prison" and its linguistic crisis of alienatioa 

Yee concludes: "maybe it means a new synthesis of the left and right functions of the human 

cerebrall  hemisphere."27 

Inn Ye's case, the fundamental difference between East and West lies in language, 

whichh over a period of thousands of years has deeply influenced the cultural approach of man 

too life, the world, others, art, and thought. The East in Ye's argument is represented mainly 

byy Chinese Taoist philosophy and the West by thee Christian word. It is therefore important 

too note here that Ye's interest in Taoism and language, drives him to compare it with 

Christianityy and "the Word" only because he somehow feels the need to deal with questions 

off  langauge and philosophy in terms of East and West. The current idea that the world is in a 

processs of globalization only strengthens this urge to regard East and West as two functional 

halvess that had better complement one another, rather .than fight one another. True, if only 

266 Ye Shuxian 1992: 39-40. 
277 It means perhaps a new synthesis of the left and right functions of the human cerebral hemisphere: yexu 

yiweizheyiweizhe rennao zuoyoubanqiu gongneng de xin de zhenghe & f t f t ! ^A I i&$^$& | l f ö9 r f t )ë '& - [Ye Shuxian 
1992:40) ) 
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theree were an East or West, and if they then could be defined without problems, and if, 

finally,, there was a rule that turned East and West into two parts of a holistic whole. Even so, 

itt is doubtful if Taoism and Christianity would be chosen as representatives of the two 

halves. . 

5.. The All-Encompassing and Unifying Force of Chinese Taoist Marxism 

Comparedd to Ye*s Taoist ideas, those of Hu Fuchen [1991; 1993; 1995; 1997] illustrate more 

adequatelyy that arguments phrased in terms of East and West are not necessarily meant to 

stimulatee a dialogue between whatever is regarded as East and West It is not always so mat 

academicc nationalists aim to make the world understand the East by providing "correct" 

representations.. Though "the West" is of intellectual and emotional importance to academic 

nationalistss such as Hu Fuchen,28 in the following example he uses his conception of the 

Westt to draw the attention of other Chinese academics to the value of Taoism. According to 

Hu,, Western interest in Taoism shows the inferior aspects of the West, as it has a need for 

Taoismm to make up for its defects.29 This argument (if the West likes and lacks it, it must be 

good)) works like a domestic sales-technique as it is used to persuade opponents in ideological 

argumentss at home. It is important to note, however, that if it were suspected that the West 

lackss and hates it, nationalist schools (apart from those labelled non-patriotic or traitor) 

wouldd have a pretext to turn against "the West" that would be accused of interfering in home 

affairs.. In bom cases, the academic nationalist is defining culture or tradition into terms 

academicallyy acceptable to the audience at home, and argues for a convincing way of 

improvingg national conditions. Academic nationalists that use a cultural perspective often 

fortifyy their concept of "culture" at home with the weight of thousands of years of tradition 

(preferablyy longer than any other in the world), probably in the hope that no foreigner will 

everr come across arguments mat are offensive or obviously do not hold Hu, for instance, 

maintainss that "tradition is the most inert and conservative force of a nation/race in society. 

[Inn the case of China, ] it coalesced for a historical period of ten million years, but the 

288 Hu tests his Korean students on their  views of the West One of his students told me he was taken on as his 
vieww of the West included the concepts of rationalist, individualist , antagonistic. [Student, October  1997] 

»Huu Fuchen 1993; 1997. 
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Race/Nationn could not shake off cultural tradition."30 

Accordingg to Hu, the PRC has two traditions: the matriarchal and the patriarchal. 

Taoismm carries the former and Confucianism the latter. During the Spring and Autumn period, 

Taoismm was central in studies of peaceful rule. Confucianism, however, gained the upper 

hand.. The cyclical transition of a matriarchal to a patriarchal society, vice versa, according to 

Hu,, is a necessity but the long-standing patriarchy of the Chinese Race/Nation has 

geographical,, economic, social and historical reasons. The strength of Chinese tradition is also 

apparentt from the brake it put onto China's societal transformation. China did not make a 

transitionn to class society, for instance, because it had not experienced the turmoil of Ancient 

Greece,, which had driven the region to forming a system of city-states. Instead, China used 

itss lineages [blood relations, clans] to form a national patriarchate. In 5.000 years of history it 

didd not change. Marx immediately noticed the paternalistic nature of the Chinese political 

system.. In it, the emperor held the position of the ruling father of the empire. Confucianist 

dogmatismm emphasized loyally and filial piety. According to Hu, this system should be 

distinguishedd from the original teachings of Confucius and Mencius. The nature of Taoism 

wass altered by the system, which turned into the Way of Emperor Huang and Lao Zi, a 

religiouss counter-balance to Confucianism.31 However, another form of government, legalism, 

becamee the instrument of the Confucianist patriarchate. Since the Eastern Han, Hu explains, 

Confucianismm became the Way of the Kings, and legalism the Way of the Chiefs hegemony, 

andd Taoism no longer functioned as a political faction.32 

Justt like Umehara's Joomon spirit, Hu's Taoism has been misused, neglected, and 

forgottenn by history. And both animistic Shinto and Taoism now are advocated as universal 

modess of thought. But both ideologues emphasize too strongly the privileged position of the 

twoo nation-states to be classified here as globalist ideologies: it is Japan that has preserved 

thee forest spirit because of its isolation and its ties with the Joomon, and it is China that 

seemss to have copy-rights over Taoism, due to the thousands of years of indelible sediments 

off  tradition accumulated in the depth of the Chinese spirit. The authors do not even pretend 

3030 Hu Fuchen 1995:74. 

311 The Way of Emperor  Huang and Laozi: Huang-Lao Dao Dao JM£i)t -

322 Hu Fuchen 1993: 1-4 ; 1995: 74-7. 
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thatt  all nations have equal spiritual access to their  "universal"  knowledge and principles for 

thee saviour  of mankind, as the instructions to them lie hidden in the nation's past and are 

retrievablee only by the initiated Nevertheless, the way Hu presents his knowledge offers 

opportunitiess to outsiders for  entering the domain of national secrets: on condition they 

acceptt  the Chinese Way of entering the matriarchal wisdom of the Nation's ancient past 

Inn order  to reach his aim of stressing the unity of the Chinese Nation, Hu argues mat 

Chinesee culture may be divided into the elements of politics, economics, religion, philosophy, 

science,, literature, art, and ethnic customs, and that the cohesive powers they collectively 

emanatee in the history of the Chinese race constitute the essence of the unity of Chinese 

culture.. In the blood of all Chinese nationals the genes of cultural tradition s are passed on, and 

noo one can cut off this endless line. However, Hu argues, foreign trees can be planted on 

Chinesee sou. Even traditio n has a capacity for  change. For  example, Indian Buddhism, and the 

Mayy Fourth have fundamentally influenced the flow of Chinese history, and so have calls for 

Democracy,, Rule by Law and Human Rights.33 However, it is an age-old, conservative 

mechanismm by which Chinese intellectuals were attracted to Marxism. Marxism and Chinese 

traditio nn have several elements in common, Hu argues. For  example, the adage of "th e world 

belongss to everyone,"34 the traditio n of peasant resistance, and Taoist dialectics are common 

too both. Furthermore, Taoism, too, was influenced by the West, as Western elements have 

beenn inserted into it in order  to overcome Western maladies. This causes Hu to urge China to 

watchh over  its treasure: "Followin g the trend of increased communication between East and 

West,, Hu points out, we [Chinese] must reconsider  the significance of Taoism and Taoist 

culturee for  the present"35 

Huu not only advocates the universal applicability of Taoism, he also amplifies its 

messagess by furnishing his neidanxue with modern scientific significance.36 Taoism, according 

33HuFuchenl993:S-6. . 
344 The world belongs to everyone: tianxiaweigong Jif^fe' 

"HuFuchenn 1993: 6-7. 
344 Neidanxue, according to Hu, in fact, is the systems engineering of an intensive kind of trainin g of the 

ordinaryy conscious [chang yishi "HHlttRl . the purificatio n of the subconscious [man yishi fltttiR],  and an opening up 
off  the original unconscious [yuan yishi jftftiR j  in order  to find the true self. Neidanxue has rich contents in the fields 
off  modern philosophy, ccrebralogy, psycho-biology. Only research by scientists into the field has been lacking, 
peoplee have not yet clearly acknowledged its value to the truth . [Hu Fuchen 1993: 22] 
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too Hu, abandons the concrete particularity (belonging) of the universe. It seeks the common 

originss of the universe and the sources of natural reproduction, and it pursues enlightenment 

fromm insights into the essence of the universe: first, there was only "nothing" and "being." 

Beingg was created from nothing; then, there was a period of chaos, which comprised latent 

capacityy and eternity. This became the Tao, the metaphysical principle of order in nature. 

Thee Tao gave birth to time and space, matter and spirit, movement and inertness, concrete 

existencee and the natural world, human society and the individual. It links up the past with 

thee present.37 Hu bases this cosmology on the work of Lao Zi, who says: "The Way gave 

birthh to one, two gave birth to three, and three gave birth to the universe."38 "One" here 

meanss the qi of chaos;39 two, the dual nature of Yin and Yang; and, three, the three principles 

off  the universe, in which qi plays a main role. Neidanxue distinguishes between qi before 

heavenn and qi after heaven.40 The latter refers to breath and the former refers to the original 

qi,qi,4141 or the function of the movement of fate. This qi is also called the Great Void.42 It means 

thee hidden order or 'Vacuum" of chaos which was the state before the universe came about, 

thatt is, before the Big Bang. It is a form of information that existed before the beginning. This 

qiqi (one) gave birth to Yin and Yang (two), of which the space in between constitutes an 

intermediatee (three). This space is also defined as a clash between Yin and Yang, providing 

emptyy space with qualitative features.43 Thus Neidanxue regards these three basics also as qit 

formm and quality.44 These, again, are seen as corresponding to information, energy, and 

37HuFuchcnl993:7. . 

388 Chapter  42 of **Laozi"  [Gu Zbengkun E1995: 188-9]: 
Thee Tao begets the One; dao sheng yi 3Ë&— 
Thee One consists of the Two in opposition (Yin and Yang); yi sheng er  — £ ~ 
Thee Two begets the Three; er  sheng san Z1&H 
Thee Three begets all things of the world san sheng wanwu Ei&7 f tt 

399 Qi here is the basic initia l substance connecting everything organically, roughly the same as "field " 
fchangg $&1 in modern physics: the united essence of matter, energy and information. It is the basic substance 
constructingg alt things under  heaven, and the vehicle for  the mutual effect of all things undcT heaven. [Hu Fuchen 1995: 
76] ] 

40Xiantianqii  £ ^ C and Aoufianfi f f ^C . 
411 Original qi: yuanqi j t \ . 

****  The Great Void [tai yi zhengqi jstiLM^]  is not really empty but, as does a vacuum , contains particles, 
thoughh they are relatively few. 

433 The clash of Qi: chongqi }$% 
4 44 Qif̂ Cl . form [xing fë] and quality [zhi $]. 
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Huu does not only give Taoism a scientific foundation, he also gives the Tao a place in 

timee before the emergence of Gods in other  religions. In this way Taoism can claim the most 

ancientt  traditio n of all. In the eyes of Chinese Confiicianists, says Hu, heaven is the source of 

valuess and transcendental principles; in Western culture, by contrast, all that is unattainable 

byy means of rationalit y is called God. Furthermore, according to Nietzsche, modern science 

andd rationalit y have destroyed God Nevertheless, Hu argues, God is not the ultimate limi t of 

humann rational thought Instead, the Tao is, as it stems from before the birt h of the universe. 

Thee Tao does not only pertain to the thought of Chinese philosophers, but also harbours 

everyy kind of the most superior  thought of Eastern and Western culture. The Tao embodies 

thee highest wisdom of human civilization; it is the greatest cultural resource of Chinese 

culture,, and it must, too, be the point of the mutual assimilation of world civilizations. The 

naturall  scientists, social scientists, philosophers, psychologists, and biologists of the whole 

worldd will continually be able to obtain enlightenment from the wisdom of Tao (especially 

Neidanxue).Neidanxue).4646 Famous foreign authors, such as Needham, Yukawa Hideki, and Fritjo f Capra, 

Huu points out, all have acknowledged the value of Taoism for  the present Therefore Taoism 

mustt  modernize soon by absorbing the quintessence of modern science and philosophy, and 

byy correcting the defects of Western culture. Moreover, Hu claims, it is given the task of 

enrichingg Marxist philosophy, and to serve the modernization of Chinese spiritual and 

materiall  civilization. And, finally,  Hu concludes, quoting the well-known Marxist scientist 

Qiann Xuesen,47 the quintessence of Chinese traditional thought could enrich and develop 

Marxistt  philosophy, which is a great project of academic engineering.48 

6.. Linguisti c Pride: Dualities and Marker s of Disease and Betrayal 

Thee following examples of academic nationalism are built around the issue of linguistic 

433 information [xinxi fëj&],  energy [nengli flfcft]  and matter  [wazhi HfJt] . 
Hoo Fuchen 1993: 8-9. 

*«Huu Fuchen 1993: 9-10. 
477 Qian Xuesen is regarded as one of China's most famous scientific and ideological leaders, celebrated as the 

introducerr  of cybernetic theory into China, and in the 1990s still quoted as a great senior  authority of scientific wisdom 
andd political correctness. 

«*Huu Fuchen 1993: 23. 
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supremacy.. I discuss two cases. In the first example» which I refer to only briefly, Li Yang 

advertisess the skill of speaking English as essential to succeeding in the modern world In Li's 

vieww learning English brings joy and hope to China; in the Tsuda Yukio's case, however, the 

Englishh language evokes resentment and bitterness, as it is felt to be the historical carrier and 

legacyy of imperialism and Western (especially white American) supremacy. In both examples, 

however,, the nation serves as a medium that shapes the hopes and sorrows of individuals. Li 

Yang,, formerly a shy student, attained wealth and fame by teaching English through the so-

calledd "Crazy English" method of screaming. Whereas Li advocates English as a source of 

emancipationn and an indispensable means of strengthening China by conquering foreign 

markets,, Tsuda Yukio does his utmost to get English conversation classes banned from Japan. 

Thee former tries to make foreigners speak English in China, while the latter wants to compel 

foreignerss to speak Japanese. Nevertheless, both strategies proceed from the principle of 

nationall  self-strengthening, although the former concentrates on economy and psychology 

andd the latter on cultural tradition. Nevertheless, both attitudes emphasize the need for self-

assertion,, overcoming an inferiority complex, and fighting imperialism. Running through the 

parks,, Li Yang and his pupilss alternately scream English and Chinese, shouting "I never want 

too let my country down," and "I'm the best," "I enjoy losing face," "I'm the strongest," "I 

enjoyy other people staring at me," "Let the Chinese Voice be heard all over the world," and 

"Whichh are the biggest markets in the world? America, Japan and Europe. What is the 

Chinesee aim? To conquer all three."49 By contrast, Tsuda advises the Chinese and Japanese 

againstt the use of English: knowing English is a small blessing that entails a huge vice. 

Learningg the language of the strong, Tsuda claims, means being an accomplice in the historical 

crimess of the white English-speaking nations.50 

Tsudaa Yukio's views express the application of characteristics onto the national unit 

499 Film production: "Crazy English"  [Fengkuang de Yingyu H$E653HS]; producer  Chen Ziqiu; director 
Zhangg Yuan, Beijing: in association with Ocean Him Co., Ltd. Beijing Film and Video Library . 

»» Tsuda 1996: 160-5. 
Tsudaa proposes two clues toward a solution. The first is an international agreement. The Japanese government 

mustt  submit a petition on the problem of language inequality in the UN and UNESCO. In the bilateral talks between the 
USAA and Japan an agreement must be made on the equal treatment of Japanese and English. Second, the purpose of 
teachingg English should be curbed English should not be the vehicle for  the adoration of English and Anglo-Saxon 
imperialisti cc ideology. At university, Japanese should replace foreign languages as the fundamental point of departure 
inn all disciplines. 
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thatt are ordinarily associated with the behaviour of individuals.51 Just as religious believers 

mayy imagine a (monotheistic) God to have a personality associated with almighty power, 

wisdom,, and perfection, holistically orientated academic nationalists assign similar character 

traitss to the ideal picture of the nation. However, when the nation does not live up to die 

ideal,, dramatic propaganda against those responsible may urge "the people" to remedy the 

nation'ss predicament To Tsuda Yukio, the English language is the instrument of a traitor, and 

hee wants"the people" to boycott its ubiquitous presence. Tsuda regrets the presence of 

Englishh on satellite tv., in journals and shops, and the unhealthy consequences of its use, 

suchh as the "pornographization of language."52 He regards English as a disease. The cause of 

itss rapid dissemination lies in the supremacy of English as a world language. Though Tsuda 

doess not want to drop English from the school curriculum, he regrets the effects of the 

suppressionn and contamination of other languages. English as an international standard, 

accordingg to Tsuda, has created a new class structure of unequal relations in the world, and 

Japann should become aware of its role as an accomplice in crime. The main accomplices to 

miss crime seem to include nearly the entire Japanese population: the Ministry of Education 

[Mombushoo],, academics, the mass-media, companies, teachers, film-makers, musicians, 

mothers,, and young people.53 

Hiss The Invasion of English The Counter-Attack of Japanese. How to Protect a 

BeautifulBeautiful Culture [1996] reads like one very long complaint, mainly concerned with the global 

rulee of English and its inclination of structurally strengthening America.54 To Tsuda, the 

tendencytendency to increase the use of English for joining processes of internationalization is a 

threateningg challenge that should be met by resistance.55 In academic life, Tsuda argues, great 

effortt is required to write sophisticated English; without English it is difficult to acquire 

academicc credit in the Anglophone world, and research themes and methods in English and 

511 Tsuda Yukio 2 t B $&  teaches at Nagoya University, and is responsible for the Department of English. 
Hiss speciality is the theory on international communications. He was a Visiting Lecturer at Nichibunken, where he 
organizedd a kenkyuukai entitled The Japanese and English" [ Ej : £ A £ X H Nihonjin to Eigo]. 

MM Cf. Tsuda 1996 (AsaM Shinbun, 27 Dec. 1996). 
333 Asahi Shimbun, 27 December, 1996. 

5**  Tsuda Yukio * B « * [1996] « ? & » . K W S B * » . * L . U * f c * < ! £ 5 * * # Shinryaku 
suntsunt Nihongo, Hangeki sunt Nihongo. Utsukushii bunka o doo mamoru ka [The Invasion of English. The Counter-
Attackk of Japanese. How to Protect a Beautiful Culture]. Tokyo: PHP. 

555 Tsuda 1996: 24,26. 
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Oobeii  influence research all over the world. This is also one of the reasons that the world 

lackss research on the hegemony of English.56 The privileged position of Oobei, Tsuda 

explains,, is a result of the legacy of colonial control and imperialist invasion, that is, by 

wipingg out great numbers of people and destroying their cultures and civilizations. The 

ideologicall  basis of this cruel behaviour, Tsuda believes, in the first place Hes in a sense of 

raciall  superiority felt by whites: in imperialist history the Christians, who regarded 

themselvess as the children of God, felt they had to convert peoples of other belief by means 

off  the Word, that is, the language of God: English. So-called primitives and wild peoples were 

madee subject to colonial civilization because of the white man's burden (quoting Kipling), or 

att God's order. Similarly, English teachers subconsciously feel racially superior. And, when 

theyy say that Japanese teaching methods of English are wanting, they take the attitude of the 

"civilized""  teaching Ihe "primitive."57 

Accordingg to Tsuda, English has produced a new class structure: the English speakers 

andd racially close Europeans are on top, forming the linguistic upper class; the layer below, 

thee second level, is formed by the inhabitants of the English ex-colonies; below that, on the 

thirdd level, are other coloured English-speaking races; and, at the bottom, we find the non-

Englishh speaking nations and peoples. This last category contains the misunderstood, silent 

class.. The English speakers, according to Tsuda, are thought of as civilized, while the others, 

iff  brought to mind, are regarded as barbarians. Tsuda maintains that Oobei people, especially 

thee English and the Americans, have structural power and control over the production of 

expressionss of thought. Tsuda asserts: "We [not the foreign reader], as a non-English 

speakingg people, are defined and determined within their framework. The predominant rule of 

Englishh affirms the racial superiority of English-speakingg peoples and Oobei people."58"'We 

Japanese'' have developed an inferiority complex because of English. Put in extreme terms, we 

havee become colonized by means of English 'mind control.' Whether we want it or not, we 

havee to learn English in school for many years."59 Even the government and Ministry of 

Educationn encourage the use of English, Tsuda charges, though many English loan-words 

*»» Tsuda 1996: 36-8. 

577 Tsuda 1996: 51-4. 

»» Tsuda 1996: 55-6. 

399 Tsuda 1996: 60-1. 
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causee confusion. Many people are excessively infatuated with the English language, Tsuda 

laments.. To make matters worse, commercials and tv. programmes show a preference for 

usingg white people.60 

Tsudaa regards the education of English [Eikaiwa 3Ê&B ] as a tool for  the colonization 

off  the spirit taking English conversation lessons, especially with a native English speaker, 

confrontss the student with the victors of history; they are the master-race. Moreover, 

learnerss of English risk losing their  identity in ideal images of the English speaker. It may even 

hamperr  the autonomous growth of the individual , society, and the nation. The risk is 

especiallyy great when the student becomes good at English. As Sapir  and Whorf have shown, 

Tsudaa argues, every language contains a specific cultural view.61 This view becomes tainted 

byy learning an additional language: English views, values, and so on, enter  the head of the 

advancedd student62 Tsuda criticizes especially advertisements that use the "foreign white 

Englishh male"  in combination with the "Japanese female,"  propagating the "independent 

Americann beauty"  and, thus, making targets of Japanese females.63 Compared to militar y and 

politicall  control, Tsuda calls this kind of cultural influence "soft control."  It is aimed at the 

moree primitiv e needs of people, such as MacDonald hamburgers, Disneyland, and Michael 

Jackson. . 

Thee inferiorit y complex of the Japanese, according to Tsuda, is due to the dominance 

off  Oobei in the important fields of science, politics, and culture, enabling it to perpetuate its 

controll  over  Japan. Tsuda's view on the history of Japan's tragedy, is mat before 

Commanderr  Perry and his Black Ships forced open Japan [in 1853], Japan had been like a 

child,, playing innocently in the world Invoking the view of the psychologist Kishida Shuu,64 

«"Tsudaa 1996: 60-9. 

6161 The so-called Sapir-Whorf hypothesis by Edward Sapir  and Benjamin Lee Whorf  says that a speaker's 
nativee language sets up a series of categories which act as a kind of grid through which he perceives the world, and 
whichh constrains the way in which he categorizes and conceptualizes different phenomena |TrudgtI I  1980: 24-5] 
Therefore,, a language can affect, or  determine, the way in which the speakers of a certain language society perceive the 
world . . 

«« Tsuda 1996: 70-2 

633 Tsuda 1996:83,86. 

644 Nakanishi Terumasa 11997], a Kyoto University professor  in international relations, argues against the 
ideaa of Edo Japan having being closed off, and criticizes Engelbert Kemper, who in his diary contributed to this image. 
Inn fact, Nakanishi argues, Japan bad ordinary diplomatic international relations with Korea. It also communicated with 
thee Ryukyu, China and Southeast Asia. Despite the ban on naval trade, Japan had a large commercial regional network 
oveTT a wide area. The Meij i political strategy of "Opening up,"  the slogans "enric h the Nation and strengthen the 
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Tsudaa maintains that, until this crucial meeting, Japan had been closed and narcissistic. After 

itt was forced open, however, it became traumatized and schizophrenic.65 Japan never grew 

upp and, instead, split into an outwardly and inwardly directed self. The outward self was 

expressedd during the Meiji era [1868 -1912] when Japan embarked on its modernization, and 

afterr World War Two, when it started to orientate itself internationally. The inward self 

appearedd in periods of self-assertion: during the wars against Russia and China, and in the 

post-warr period of explosive economic growth.66 Tsuda maintains that when America 

bombedd Japan, scorched the Japanese earth, and many lives were lost overseas,' Japan had to 

admitt defeat Japan felt the same fear as when Perry's black ships had displayed Oobei's 

strength.. After the war these atrocities continued. Although Japan had become an economic 

power,, the Americans were still violating Japanese territorial sovereignty (by its military 

basess stationed in Japan). Japan was targeted by trade friction, accompanied by incessant 

Japan-bashing.. It caused "internal" Japan to hate Americans, while many Japanese at the 

samee time continued to be infatuated with America and internationalization.67 When the 

outwardd self comes to the fore, the Japanese can afford to love English conversation and 

Oobei.. But when the inward Japanese self is dominant, the English language and Oobei evoke 

hatred.. Specifying his theory of the Japanese Self, Tsuda claims that girls prefer to learn 

Englishh more than boys do. According to Tsuda, boys are 20% less infatuated with America 

thann are girls. This, again, is because losing the war grieves boys more than it does girls; after 

military' ** &  fukkoku kyoohei]. and "retreat from Asia, enter  Europe"  [JKSAt t datsuya nyu-ou] were meant to 
givee disrepute to conservative policies by depicting the Edo period as "closed."  Nakanishi argues that blaming the 
Tokugawaa for  closing up was a strategy for  those who wanted to attack the Edo government during the Bakumatsu, 
therebyy twisting history. 

033 Kishida Shuu (1996] advises against compulsory English in schools. This advice is based on his theory of 
thee schizophrenic personality of the Japanese: the inner  self dislikes English culture associated with it, while the outer 
selff  presents itself as if it does like it. During the war  and of late, the inner  self has become stronger  English and 
internationalizationn are approached more negatively. The English boom, according to Kishida, is a symptom or  the 
outerr  self. The Japanese struggle with learning English, because their  inner  selves rebel against being compelled to 
learnn i t Apart from leading to inferiorit y complex, compulsory English is not necessary, as people have a natural 
abilit yy to learn language when they need to. 

Kishidaa explains that the Japanese split personality always expresses one of its extremes: Japanese 
superiorityy or  the "outside,"  while the inferiorit y complex is suppressed (in the Freudian sense). The flood of Katakana 
Englishh (Katakana is a script designed for  writin g down loan words] is an other  example. According to Kishida, it has 
thee effect of a girl wearing a mini-skir t and lipstick: it causes the boys to flee. It is neither  English nor  Japanese, and 
justt  severs the split personality even further . Kishida draws a parallel between learning English and learning Chinese 
Kanj ii  [writte n characters]. Kanji and Chinese culture also were adapted and indigenized. But direct communication with 
thee Chinese was eschewed. At the time, China formed the "outer  self"  which becamee partly internalized. 

««Tsudaa 1996: 97-100. 

677 Tsuda 1996: 101-2. 
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all,, men have to fight wars. To illustrat e its importance to national pride, Tsuda comments 

thatt  even on a photograph of General MacArthu r  and the Emperor, the former  is shown as a 

winnerr  and the latter  as a loser. Because the women were disillusioned with the men, who 

couldd not protect them, they overdeveloped their  outward Japaneseness and became attracted 

too Oobei. Because Oobei has become a part of the relationship between women and men, real 

lovee and trust between woman and man is no longer  possible.68 

Fromm the deployment of natural symbols such as disease, pollution and schizophrenia 

inn his description of the colonization of the Japanese mind, mind control, and general 

suppression,, one can deduce that Tsuda feels unhappy about the state of the Nation, 

especiallyy the large number  of potential traitor s in i t The natural symbols seem to indicate a 

deep-feltt  emotion, penetrating his world-fears and uncertainty. Tsuda has collected an 

enormouss range of personal disease markers into a threatening world-image. Although the 

languagee problem is a real one, of course, Tsuda seems to have lost his eye for  proportion by 

especiallyy applying negative personal markers onto nations, races and parts of the world he 

hass learnt to regret deeply in association with the English language. The simple dualities in 

whichh he divides the world affect the way he structures his academic views. His 

interpretationss of the meaning of the use of language, images, and behaviour  are politicall y 

withh the natural symbols, which projects onto his targets: the traitor s of Japan For  example, 

hee turns the images of the Emperor  and General MacArthu r  into a currently relevant 

symbolicc duality of victimhood and triumph , and strings to it a list of corresponding dualities, 

suchh as loser  and winner; Japan and America; man and women; inward and outward; Japanese 

andd English; self-assertion and betrayal. Such thought associations, indeed, form the 

ingredientss of a recipe for  acrimonious forms of academic nationalism. 

7.. Archetypical Analogies and the Analysis of the National Unconscious 

Despitee the contentiousness of his views, Tsuda quotes the Jungian psycho-analyst Kawai 

Hayaoo for  recommending a solution to the fears and complexes of the Japanese by expressing 

thee truth in a context of love.69 Kawai's views concern the Jungian psycho-analysis of 

«« Tsuda 1996: 108-9. 

699 Tsuda 1996:187. 
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peoples.700 As such analyses deal with the unconscious, his views are far more ephemeral 

thann those of Tsuda, and are difficult to grasp. It is even harder to grasp whether his notions 

off  the Japanese mind refer to the mind of individuals, the "average Japanese," or the Japanese 

Nationn in general. Kawai Hayao, in a report to the late-Prime Minister Ohira's study group 

onn economic management in 1979, explained the "three-dimensional structure" of the 

Japanesee mind He used the analogy of a three-dimensional object The core of this object 

consistss of something nearly impossible to describe: emptiness, or nothingness [mu]. It is die 

centree of the unconscious mind.71 A numberr of ideologies, such as nationalism, Confucianism 

etc.. are randomly affixed to the surface of this sphere. Sometimes, as a result of external 

pressure,, this sphere rotates. If one could take a photograph, nothing but a two-dimensional 

picturee would emerge, showing only one of these ideologies. Every time a picture is taken, an 

otherr ideology appears. This does not mean, Kawai explains, that the mind of the Japanese 

peoplee has transformed entirely: the essentially three-dimensional-structure has not changed 

att all; the people have remained Japanese throughout72 It is unclear where the mind of the 

Japanesee individual begins and that of the collective ends. Its contents seems a mystery. 

Inn 1986x Kawai expressed his concern about Japanese society, whose crisis had 

resultedd from both the influence of modernity and the emasculation of Japan: "One violent 

youthh ordered his father to get into the bathtub with his clothes on, and to apologize by 

bowingg to the ground a hundred times. When investigating this case, the writer [Kawai] was 

remindedd of the now defunct Japanese Imperial Army in the period after Japan's surrender 

andd how the army was disarmed by the Allied Forces."73 In Kawai's view, the West is 

?oo Kawai Hayao is the brother  of the primatologist Kawai Masao. 

Kawaii  Hayao ;>f&*M t [1928- ] was professor  of psychology at Kyoto University. He retired as Professor  at 
Nichibunkenn as of March 31, 1994. Kawai is the current director  of Nichibunken. His specialization is clinical 
psychology.. He was an studentt  at the Jang Institut e in Switzerland. He is a Jungian analyst Kawai is especially known 
forr  his book Bosei shakai Nippon no byoori [The Pathology of Japan as a Maternal Society] (1976). He also is noted 
popularr  info-tainment personality in Japanese t.v., radio, and the press. He is also serves as head of the Japan Liar s 
Club. . 

711 Kawai's Jungian influence is very clear  in the notion of unconscious, which is quite different from that of 
Freud.. The unconscious mind does not only contain the results of repression (the Freudian concept of subconscious) but 
alsoo aspects of mental lif e which have been neglected in the course of development. More importantly , the personal 
unconsciouss in the Freudian sense is only a fraction of the total collective or  racial unconscious, which lies below the 
personall  unconscious. It contains the collective beliefs and myths of the race to which the individuals belong. An even 
deeperr  layer  of unconscious is common to all humanity and primates. [Brown 1972:45] 

7 22 Kawai Hayao cited in Kumon Shunpei (1982) ibid.: 17. 

?33 Kawai Hayao E1986:306. 
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governedd by the male principle, that is, it tends to differentiate everything into good and bad, 

subjectivee and objective, up and down, and inclines to individualism and independence; by 

contrast,, Japan obeys the maternal principle, that is, it tends to contain everything, permits 

andd forgives, puts feeling first,  restrains self-assertiveness, and does not disturb the condition 

off  equilibriu m in which every person has his or  her  given space. According to Kawai, Japan 

hass become subject to the unrestricted rein of the maternal principle, and this happened for 

severall  reasons. First, the US took away the paternal rights of Japan, i.e., the Imperial Army. 

And,, second, "affluent society"  has made it unnecessary for  children to do chores at home. 

Moreover,, the mother  spends her  energy almost entirely on "creating a good child."  In 

Kawai' ss opinion, the absence of close ties between community and nature, and an imbalance 

inn paternal and maternal supervision is a tragedy for  the whole of Japan. The child's appeal 

too "strength"  in the form of brutal force reflects the lack of the masculine strength of thinkin g 

andjudgement t 

Clearly,, in Kawai's work, too, Japan is assigned personality trait s used for  drawing 

conclusionss on international political and cultural relations, but also on individuals. The 

principless that make the Nation turn, in this case a sphere, guarantee the eternal sameness of 

thee Japanese essence (only their  external forms change). The national principl e overrules both 

explanationss on the individual level and on the transnational level. Thus Kawai has no 

problemm in applying internationally his female and male principles so as to diagnose a 

Japanesee case involving the unconscious level of the mind of an individual boy that is very 

angryy with his tamer.74 

Onn the occasion of the ninth international conference on transpersonality in 1985, 

Kawaii  spoke on the "similaritie s of religion and science."75 Kawai argued that it is necessary 

744 In his The Japanese Psyche: Major Motifs in the Fairy Taks of Japan, Kawai as he decodes Japanese legends 
describess the basic motivation in the Japanese psyche as "th e beauty of rancour"  [urami] , which is fundamentally 
feminine.. Urami draws on aware [softly disappearing sorrow], "which a Japanese [man?] would feel for  the female 
figuree who disappears in silence."  [Kawai 1988: 22] At the psychological level, Japanese daughters live in incest with 
theirr  fathers, and continue to do so if the female's consciousness does not enter  a condition of her  acceptance of a man 
otherr  than the father. The majorit y of Japanese nowadays probably still live in this state. [56] "Such a wonderful 
femininee image can be found only in Japanese fairy tales, so it must epitomize the consciousness of Japanese, 
regardlesss of sex. Realizing that fairy tales always compensate for  a culture's formal attitude and that they thus predict 
thee future, this image might be seen as the future orientation of the Japanese mind. If we notice further  that the Western 
modemm ego is moribund, this heroine could be presented as a meaningful symbol not only for  Japanese, but also for  all 
thee people in the world."  [181] 

7**  Kawai Hayao 1986. 
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too overcome the limitations of the individual, stressed by Westerners until now. The 

traropersonal,, and the feelings people commonly employ in mysticism should be explored 

further.. Kawai does not comply with the Freudian interpretation, which regards the Es as the 

abstractt location of suppressed urges, the libido, of the individual.76 Instead, Kawai prefers 

Jung'ss notion of the unconscious, which refers to a collective unconscious identity, and is tied 

too culture.77 From this collective pool of unconsciousness, the individual draws vital energies 

thatt are expressed in creativity. Kawai regards Jung's concept of the unconscious world as 

awe-inspiringg and fascinating. This irrational world, he believes, should be analyzed with 

irrationall  methods using the concept of the transpersonal. Kawai regards the unconscious as a 

collective,, in which he distinguishes between the unconscious of the family and the cultural 

unconscious.788 The individual builds a self-image on the basis of archetypes drawn from the 

collectivee unconscious. The images are a-causal constellations, and the associations are 

meaningfull  coincidences (synchronicity). For example, the archetype for trickster (an 

associationn of "grand-mother" and "anima") is a potential, transcendental expression of the 

unconscious.. It never surfaces as such, but exists in the depth of the collective mind. Dreams 

expresss the mutual effects of the conscious and unconscious in the form of symbols used by 

thee individual to imagine and comprehend the self. Fairy-tales and stories play an important 

rolee as ethnic motives in universal archetypes. People need fairy-tales to survive, Kawai 

maintains,, only they do not always surface in our day-to-day consciousness. These fairy-

taless have come about as a result of primitive man's attempts at explaining his experiences of 

fear,, joy and anguish. This way of rooting experience into the heart is a way people have at 

theirr disposal of attaining a sense of security.79 

7676 In Freud's view, the unconscious is largely equated with the suppression from the conscious, as a result of 
conflictss between libido and Oberich, and which causes disturbed behaviour  in our  daily intentions. ("Fehlleistungen," 
"Freudia nn slip" ) [Barz 1981: 71] According to Jung, however, the consciousness of ego stems from the collective 
unconsciouss [Ibid. : 75). Jung regards the unconscious not just as a place for  the disposal of repressions, but also as the 
sourcee of the conscious and the creative and destructive human spirit [Fordham 1966: 27]. 

777 It is probably not coincidental that Kawai is attracted to Jung's theory, which has strong resemblances 
withh Yin-Yang theories. To Jung [1875 -1961], the psyche is a primary feature of human beings. It is a self-regulating, 
dynamicc system, which energy (libido) fluctuates between two polar  opposites: progression, which satisfies the needs 
off  the conscious and actively adapts to the environment, and regression, which satisfies the needs of the unconscious, 
thatt  is, it responds to internal urges. Referring to Heraclitus' concept of eternal processes of continual change, Jung 
regardss both poles essential as the two tides flowing into one another. [Fordham 1966: 16-9] 

788 Iwasaki 1989: 128-31. 

79Iwasakil989::  132-4. 
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Thee unconscious, opines Kawai, is more important than intelligence. Kawai speaks of 

supernormall  experiences, such as the after-death and near-death experience, and of the 

communicationn with all sorts of spirits of ancestors and spiteful demons. Although it is true 

matt  bookshops contain ample occult publications, Kawai publishes as an academic and 

describess his object of research, the unconscious, as independent from human purpose, 

motivation,, socio-political circumstances and societal change. Jung and Kawai ascribe a 

collectivee unconscious to insects and cells, while so-called primitive s are found to have no 

signss of having developed a conscious at all in many ways. While the conscious is the upper 

layerr  and is severed from the unconscious in the case of the minds of modern Western people, 

thee unconscious of the Japanese is defined as interlinked with the conscious.80 Since the 

unconsciouss cannot be comprehended rationally, Kawai argues, explanations of the 

consciouslyy experienced present by the Japanese mind are necessarily irrationa l and contain 

somee mysticism. 

Thee collective unconscious of Jung is based on analogical deduction. Though analogy 

iss an important means for  establishing hypotheses, most scholars would argue it is feeble as a 

scientificc method of deduction. Neither  Jung nor  Kawai show how they come to their 

analogies.. However, Kawai in his The Similarities between Religion and Science regards 

rationalistt  science as unhelpful in explaining the similarities between dreams and external 

events.. He therefore advocates "synchronicity "  and the logic of the soul [tamashi].81 He 

criticisess the Western "ego"  which is separated from other  people and regards the Western 

"ego""  as having been an important condition for  science to have become autonomous. It also 

causedd the loss of the "whol e self."  The West was left with "ego,"  the centre of the 

consciousness,, which is nothing but a surface layer  of a hierarchical structure.82 Although 

tamashitamashi cannot be defined in rational terms, it is deployed to make manifest the fundamental 

attitudee of the patient towards the world with the assistance of Jung's concept of 

"individuation. ""  The patient is meant to retrieve his connection with the world that is lost to 

modernn man. Jungian notions, such as masculine and feminine, refer  to mystical essences 

»» Kawai 1997: 144-53. 
8>> Tamashi values imagination. Its straightforward experience is the dream. Its important characteristic is 

thatt  the actor  subject is not ego, but tamashi. The source of imaginative power  works on the mystic quality of tamashi. 
822 Kawai refers to the hierarchical structure of ego, the subconscious and the unconscious. 
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(archetypes)) that exist on the psychological level rather than on the social level. Kawai (and 

Jung)) refrains from connecting motifs in legends with social structures or with ordinary 

humann motives for social conduct. This procedure gives the analyst a license to perform 

psycho-surgeryy upon his compatriots. In Kawai's work, the Western ego is essentially 

masculine,, and the Japanese Ego necessarily feminine. The Japanese in the modern era are so 

blindedd by the Western Ego of industrialism that they no longer can even recognize their own 

truee Japanese feminine conscious: 'The patriarchal social system that prevailed in Japan until 

thee end of World War Two obscured our eyes."83 

Att a symposium on monogatari [the story of things] in March 1997, Kawai told the 

audiencee that the essence of a story, in contrast with science, lies in its capacity to link the 

worldd to oneself. "Modem science is sheer ideology. It seems theoretically very sound. 

Ideologistss ask for everyday work and everyone getting the same salary. Ideological people 

havee forgotten life.... Communism has caused people to become seriously ill . We need a view 

inn which the self is included."84 In his quest for a healthy identity, Kawai cites the well-

knownn philosopher Nakamura Yuujiroo to the effect that ideology is a cosmology in which 

onee has to include oneself. Then, dealing with science is problematic as it does not include the 

self.. Kawai explains what has gone wrong: 

Westernn influence brought science to Japan. The story has disappeared in the East because of science. 

Thiss is why sects such as Ohm [shinrikyoo] have come about. Belief has gone. Engineering, science. 

Physics::  no story. They think that stories are for  kindergarten. We must create stories. Such persons 

wonderr  about the purpose of living. Such persons get into Ohm [shinrikyoo] : terribl e people. A story 

cann be very powerful. We have to create stories to prevent such things [from happening]: traditional old 

thingss have meaning for  the present'*5 

Despitee his position as director of the International Research Centre of Japanese Studies 

[Nichibunken],, Kawai has a fundamental disdain for science: Kawai blames science for 

robbingg people of precious stories. The Japanese especially, who still have them, became its 

»» Kawai Hayao E1988: 26. 
8 44 Kawai in bis "Narrativ e and the Science of Man"  [1993] how stories connect to the unconscious of a 

people,, and how narrative contribute to the stable identity of a people. 
855 Kawai Hayao 1997 (recording): symposium organized by Nichibunken: "Japan's Narrative, The World' s 

Narrative.""  [Ninon no katarimono, sekai no katarimono B t O l t l t t , tttD^HUlt i March 161997] 
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victim.. Kawai knows how to concoct his story in such a way that science seems to cause 

peoplee to become terrorists, as science has stolen the story away from innocent Japanese 

childrenn who, as a result also have lost touch with their unconscious. Not only does it seem 

thatt only Japan possesses the art of communicating with the unconscious, Kawai seems to 

thinkk that Japan owns it, too. In Kyoto Shimbun*6 Kawai cites Columbus' discovery of 

Americaa as a parable for explaining the Buddhist discovery of the unconscious: both 

Columbuss and Buddhism discovered something that was there and known by others before 

theirr discovery took place. In the process of comparing the two, Kawai assumes that no non-

Buddhistt culture has ever possessed the concept of unconscious, and that its discovery is a 

politicall  issue between nations. Kawai concludes: "a pity Oobei may pick out some of the 

bestt of Buddhism." It leaves one wondering if Kawai has a Japanese patent on the 

unconscious. . 

8.. Cultura l Group Categories in Short 

Theoriess based on cultural and regional groupings assign a shared identity to nations, 

essentiallyy on the basis of spiritual and cognitive factors, using cultural markers, such as 

sharedd history, customs, language, cultural knowledge, group-psyche, particular forms of 

familyy organization. These features are usually believed to originate in an ancient cultural 

source,, to have emerged a very long time ago, or to be embodied in the national language, 

mind,, cultural genes, or national unconscious. Some cultural zones exclude people on the basis 

off  "natural criteria," such as possessing a particular kind of brain or instinct, when they are 

thoughtt to be a result of the long-term development of the traits of the cultural group they 

belongg to. Thus some academics use the "cultural gene" argument, and claim the brain has 

beenn altered and shaped by certain linguistic habits, or, attribute certain kinds of behaviour to 

languagee acquisition, creating differences between social groups that are hard to overcome. For 

example,, Umehara Takeshi and Ye Qiaojian made use of natural markers, such as the brain, 

instinctt and the cultural gene, to maintain a link between group and culture. Umehara 

intertwinedd religious and biological factors in his argument for spreading the essentially 

universalistt ideology of going back to the forest To Umehara, the pure innocence of the 

9696 Kawai Hayao: Kyoto Sbimbun, January 15,1997b. 
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Joomonn Japanese has been preserved in religion and the Japanese instinct and intuition. But 

Umehara'ss main message is cultural and ethical: the link between man and nature has been 

preservedd in the Japanese, their religion, Temples, customs, and instinct Nevertheless, the 

raciall  and physical criteria here have become subordinated to spirituality and moral argument, 

implyingg that the world could emulate the "Japanese" quest, a return to nature. 

Yee Qiaojian's Yin-Yang comparison of East and West and the two cerebral 

hemispheress shows how a carefully argued and prudent theory may still be dominated by the 

generalizingg influence of presumptions associated to the framework of comparison. Yin and 

Yangg are confusing concepts as they sometimes function as analytical tools, and at other 

timess as attributes of research objects (such as East and West). After arguing that East and 

Westt do not represent Yin and Yang, but only possess Yin and Yang features, and after 

havingg measured them by means of Yin and Yang tools, he concludes that the difference 

betweenn East and West is a matter of Yin-Yang blending, in which East is nicely balanced and 

Westt has too much Yang. After all, Ye draws a simple analogy between Yin and Yang and 

Eastt and West Though Ye warns that the difference between the abstract skills of the West 

andd the pragmatic talents of the East cannot be deduced directly from the two hemispheres of 

thee brain, he still defines the difference between thought in East and West in terms of two 

polarr tendencies of "interflow and mutual blending" and "mutual exclusion and 

complementing." " 

AA common form of cultural categorization is one that takes religion as its point of 

departure,, and projects Western and Eastern religion onto the history of thought Different 

authorss fil l in different religions for the East, depending on their view point, but invariably 

selectt Christianity as representing the West A chain between Plato, transcendental thought, 

Christianity,, and Cartesian thought is often taken for granted, and used as a foil against a 

modee of thought selected from "the East" In Ye Shuxian's view, the fundamental difference 

betweenn East and West lies in language, which over a period of thousands of years has deeply 

influencedd the cultural approach of man to life, the world, others, art, and thought. The East 

Yee represents mainly by Chinese Taoist philosophy and the West by the Christian word. 

Ye'ss interest in Taoism and language seems to drive him to compare it with Christianity and 

'thee Word" only because he deals with questions of langauge and philosophy in terms of East 
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andd West The current idea that the world is in a process of globalization only strengthens 

thiss urge to regard East and West as two complementary halves. 

Inn academic nationalism arguments for  persuading the world and colleagues of the 

correctnesss of a particular  view are fortifie d by specific views on the way Our  Nation is and 

oughtt  to function, but also by general cosmologies, such as Taoism, and universalist 

ideologiess such as Marxism and scientist» theories. The patronized ideology triumphs. Hu 

Fuchenn does not only give Taoism a scientific foundation, he also gives the Tao a place in 

timee before the emergence of gods in other  religions. In this way Taoism can claim the most 

ancientt  traditio n of all. Furthermore, Tao, and not science, provides the ultimate limi t of 

reasonn as it stems from before the birt h of the universe. The Tao does not only pertain to the 

thoughtt  of Chinese philosophers, but also harbours every kind of the most superior  thought 

off  Eastern and Western culture. The Tao embodies the highest wisdom of human civilization; 

itt  is the greatest cultural resource of Chinese culture, and it must, too, be the point of the 

mutuall  assimilation of world civilizations. Hu draws support from foreign authors, such as 

Needham,, Yukawa Hideki, and Fritjo f Capra, to point out the actuality of Taoism and the 

needd to modernize it by absorbing the quintessence of modern science and philosophy, and 

byy correcting the defects of Western culture. Moreover, Hu claims, it is given the task of 

enrichingg Marxist philosophy, and to serve the modernization of Chinese spiritual and 

materiall  civilization 

Apartt  from determining the national brain, and the religious, social and philosophical 

thoughtt  of a people, the actual decision to speak a language is also an indicator  of a person's 

levell  of patriotism In Tsuda Yukio' s view, speaking English says something about the 

loyaltyy of a person to their  country, and related to this loyalty is the issue of love between 

mann an woman. According to Tsuda, the disease of English conversation has caused a 

majorit yy of the Japanese population to participate in the act of national betrayal. Though 

languagee problems are real, academic nationalism rips these problems out of their  context by 

attachingg symbols of disease, loyalty and betrayal to them By applying negative personal 

markerss onto nations, races and parts of the world he has experienced a feeling of deep regret 

inn association with the English language. The simple dualities in which he divides the world 

affectt  the way he structures his academic views. The symbolic duality of national defeat and 
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triumphh he strings to a list of corresponding dualities, such as loser and winner, Japan and 

America;; man and women; inward and outward; Japanese and English; self-assertion and 

betrayal.. Such thought associations combined with the symbols of disease lead to 

overgeneralization,, and belligerent form of academic nationalism 

Nationall  psychology is an area that lends itself perfectly to overgeneralization as it 

projectss the character traits of individuals onto nations. The projection of the unconscious 

leadss to ambiguous overgeneralization, hardly the basis for the study of international and 

culturall  relations. In Kawai Hayao's work, Japan is assigned personality traits used for 

drawingdrawing conclusions on international political and cultural relations. The principles that make 

thee nation turn, in this case a sphere, guarantee the eternal sameness of the Japanese essence 

(onlyy their external forms change). Here, the national principle overrules both explanations on 

thee individual level and on the transnational level. Thus Kawai has no problem in applying 

internationallyy his female and male principles so as to diagnose a Japanese case involving the 

unconsciouss level of an individual boy that is very angry with his father. 

Thee collective unconscious of Kawai's Jungian approach is based on analogical 

deduction.. Though analogy is an important means for establishing hypotheses, most scholars 

wouldd argue it is feeble as a scientific method of deduction. Kawai does not show how he 

arrivedd at his analogies. In any case, Kawai finds a rational approach unhelpful in explaining 

thee similarities between dreams and external events. Instead, he advocates "synchronicity" 

andd the logic of the soul [tamashi]. He criticises the Western "ego" as dissociated from other 

people,, and believes that the Western "ego" has been an important condition for the 

autonomyy of science. In his view, it also caused the loss of the "whole self." Westerners only 

havee an "ego," the centre of the consciousness, which is nothing but a surface layer of a 

hierarchicall  structure, containing the deeper levels of the subconscious and the unconscious. 

Althoughh tamashi cannot be defined in rational terms, it is deployed to make manifest the 

fundamentall  attitude of the patient towards the world with the assistance of Jung's concept 

off  "individuation." The patient is meant to retrieve his connection with the world that is lost 

toto modern man. In Kawai's work, the Western ego, the prototype of modern man, is 

essentiallyy masculine, while the Japanese Ego is feminine. 
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Thee use of predominantly cultural categories, generally implies that designated groups are 

capablee of crossing natural boundaries, such as those created by racial markers. Though 

culturall  attributes are employed to draw a clear  distinction between cultural zones, the 

possibilityy of learning from other  cultures and the exchange of at least practical skills and 

knowledgee in most academic theory of mis kind is not denied in principle. When conflict 

occurs,, however, the adoption of foreign knowledge and skills are questioned as some form of 

morall  betrayal. The temporal dimension of cultural traditio n is compressed and moulded into 

staticc shapes, such as the cultural gene, the national unconscious, and cultural sediments in 

thee national subconscious. They become weapons employable in cultural classification for 

reversingg processes of confrontation with the Other  and isolating outsiders, dissenters and 

powerss that are believed to intrud e with the time-honoured traditio n of insiders. Despite the 

relativit yy of natural boundaries, in cultural zones seemingly small differences too can escalate 

intoo major  conflicts, fuelled by disputes over  language, socio-cultural belonging, sacred 

symbols,, rights on national territor y and the infringement of sovereign rights.87 In academic 

nationalism,, the use of the family metaphor, historical roots, and the collective mind 

contributess to the perception of cultural symbols as stable and everlasting. Quasi-kinship ties 

easilyy link the cultural with the natural, and therefore are perceived as symbols of stability. 

Suchh stability is expressed in the great intimacy, spontaneity and mutual understanding, and a 

speciall  knowledge of linguistic and behaviourial codes attributed to those symbolic ties.88 

Thoughh the creator  of cultural zones excludes people on the basis of disloyalty and a failur e 

too adhere to accepted notions of linguistic and cultural behaviour, when allowances are made 

877 Pearl Harbour, the Jiaoyu (Senkaku) Islands, the emperor  system, the national anthem (Kimigayo) and the 
Yasukunii  Shrine are some of such symbols. Ullranalionalisl believe that Pearl Harbour  was an honourable reaction to 
U.S.. policies on Asia; that Chinese estimates that as many as 300.000 Chinese were slaughtered in the city of Nanjing 
aree grossly exaggerated; and that Japanese soldiers never  forced foreign women into sexual slavery. They assert 
Japanesee sovereignty over  the Senkaku Islands. They believe that a society of equals united under  a divine emperor 
breedss fairness and harmonious relations among people, that schoolchildren should sing a national anthem that 
honourss the emperor  and that the nation should be proud of a flag that flew over  its troops in World War II . They are 
motivatedd by their  belief that they must take up arms to fight to restore Japan's dignity. They believe the country's 
dignityy has been eroded further  by Japan's apologies for  its part in the war, and by scandals caused by dishonest 
politicianss and businessmen. The hardliner  nationalists are inspired by the Emperor  system that ruled Japan from the 
Meij ii  Era to the end of World War JJ. That is why the Yasukuni Shrine, a symbol of wartime nationaii»™ j s go 
importantt  to them. In Apri l 1997. 150 MPs went to pray for  the war  dead at the controversial Yasukuni Shrine, where 
Japan'ss notorious Class A war  criminals are also enshrined. 

888 See for  example, Murakami Yasusuke's history of Japan in terms of the "ie"  (family, household) ["I e 
Societyy as a Pattern of Civilization."  In Journal of Japanese Studies, E1984 (10) 2: 281-363}. 
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andd the "correct" codes (linguistic, social, customary) of behaviour are adopted, compared to 

crossingg "natural" boundaries, principle acceptance of outsiders may take place with relative 

ease.. Nevertheless, when cross-cultural differences are seriously presented as etched into the 

brain,, the unconscious, or intrinsic to humans through notions of birth, home or the "cultural 

gene,""  the author indicates an unwillingness to accept external cultural influences, and is not 

likelyy to welcome ideals of scientific objectivity and independence. 


